Selecting a mentor on Johnian Hub

- Open Johnian Hub and click on your profile photo

- Click ‘Edit Profile’ to update your career and industry details, then click the blue ‘Save’ button.

- Click on ‘Mentoring’

- Click ‘Find your own mentor’

- This will pull up everyone who has offered to mentor
- You can narrow down this field by selecting ‘My location’ or ‘My industry’ on the top directory bar
• Alternatively, you can narrow down the full list of mentors by adding filters. For example:
  - Scroll down to click Work Experience, and select all relevant industries (scroll or type)

• You can also add a specific location
• You can also name a specific company
• You can click ‘Reset’ on the bottom right if you’d like to start your search over

• To view potential mentors, click on their profile

• There you can view how they’ve offered to help, and you can ‘Request help’ or ‘Request mentoring’

If you need help selecting a mentor, feel free to contact the Development Office on development@joh.cam.ac.uk or 01223 338 700.